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01 - RIVERWALK ENGAGEMENT PROJECT - A .25 mile trail with 10 interpretive stops that explore the riparian native plants unique to the region and Dakota cultural landscapes as expressed through augmented reality by Marlena Myles (Summer 2023). 
02 - CLEAN WATER AND CLIMATE ROOFTOP PROJECT - Featuring an integrated rainwater catchment system and  335kW rooftop solar array (Summer 2025).
03 - EXPLORE OUTDOOR HUB - An outdoor pavilion for community members to check-in / check-out bikes, snowshoes and other outdoor activities used to explore  the Museum’s seven acre riverside site and adjacent locations (Summer 2024).
04 - EV CAR CHARGING SITE - An electronic vehicle charging station (Summer 2025). 
05 - RIVERSIDE ART MURAL - A riverside artist mural - viewed from the water - that reflects the Museum’s three key identities - (1) great art inspired by water, (2) exploring the boundaries of what marine art is, since 2006, and (3) water is life  (Summer 2024).
06 - NATURE PLAY AREA - A nature play area, featuring natural objects from the Driftless region restaged as an exploratory experience for all ages and abilities (Summer 2024).
07 - SAUNA / SOAKING AREA - A restorative water immersion experience and public bathhouse (Summer 2026).
08 - RIVERSIDE BOATHOUSE, DOCK AND LIVERY - Providing river access for recreational opportunities, educational classes, and opportunities to get on the water (Summer 2026).
09 - STILTED STUDIOS - Reflecting the vernacular houseboat culture, these modern interpretations stilted out over the river are designed for resident artists, teaching instructors, and visitors for overnight stays on campus (Summer 2026).
10 - BOTTOMLANDS FOREST CANOPY WALK- A fully ADA accessible stilted boardwalk experience that brings you through the Museum’s adjacent natural wildlife area, featuring art installations,  a place to bird, bike and contemplate (Fall 2026).  
11 - GALLERY ONE RIVERSIDE CAFE AND RESTAURANT - A 2,000 sq ft dining space overlooking the Mississippi River (Spring  2026).






